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Taking the initiative to practice event response 
before a situation occurs provides responders 
with the necessary tools and experience they need 
to act quickly and confidently.

No situation or outcome will be perfect, but we 
can practice with a purpose to be the best that we 
can be in a chaotic situation. 

Salamander provides the tools needed to pre-plan 
for events and account for all resources that are 
participating including responders, equipment, 
actors, and everything in between. 

Accountability And Visibility With Salamander:
• Gain access to SalamanderLiveTM for the duration of the exercise
• Participants will be provided with a 2x3 plastic card with the exercise name, logo, legal name, and a QR code 

for personnel tracking
• If pre-badging is not available, Salamander also provides two RAPID TAG stations to TAG participants on-site 

with temporary exercise-specific badging
• TRACK APP log-in accounts will be provided throughout the event
• Not to worry, Salamander also facilitates just-in-time training if your community is in the middle of an 

existing incident
• Salamander will provide summary reports after the event has concluded

PRACTICE 
WITH 
PURPOSE 

Let Us Help You PREPARE

Interested in using Salamander for an upcoming exercise? 
Contact us today at: sales@salamanderlive.com.
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Here Is A Sample Of Well Known Agencies  
Using SalamanderLive For Their Exercises:

SalamanderLive is a scalable tool used to credential and account for all 
resources. Increase situational awareness during large-scale events or day 
to day activities with real-time reporting. Manage personnel and equipment 
profiles, qualifications, and upload documents. All information collected in the 
field syncs to SalamanderLive to create a common operating picture.

RAPID TAG
Rapidly create event specific 
ID badges to TRACK all 
volunteers / mutual aid and 
download activity reports.

EVENTS PRO
ICS Chart: Create / edit 
assignments and resources 
in an ICS chart. 

Roster: View all resources 
affiliated to an event. 

GIS MAPPING: View 
the physical location of 
assignments and resources.
 
Resource Timer: Set 
specific individual timers 
and warnings for personnel.

PLANS
Pre-plan assignments and 
resources. Email credentials 
to resources. View actual 
vs planned data within an 
active event.

TRACK APP
TRACK resource assignment 
and location by scanning 
tags or downloading 
resources, view a common 
operating picture, and 
validate credentials.

RAPID TAG EVAC
Quickly create evacuee IDs 
to instantly TRACK location, 
destination, special needs, 
and family connections. 


